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Abstract
An as-cast Al–7 wt.% Si alloy was subjected to repetitive equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) using a 90◦ die at ambient temperature and
following either route A, which involves monotonically increasing strain through a sequence of passes, or route BC, wherein the strains are redundant
after every four passes. Microstructures were characterized by optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and orientation
imaging microscopy (OIM). The shape changes of the microstructure constituents mirror the idealized straining for repetitive processing by
these routes. Thus, the morphology and distribution of the eutectic constituent in processed materials reflect mainly geometrical effects, although
elongated Si and Al5FeSi particles in the eutectic are also broken up. Grain refinement in the primary Al constituent is also strain-path dependent:
grain subdivision combined with geometric effects is operative in material processed by route A, while grain subdivision alone predominates in
material processed by route BC.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a severe plastic
deformation (SPD) processing technique first described by Segal
et al. [1]. An ECAP die has two channels, of equal cross section,
that intersect at an angle typically 90◦. Ideally, a billet experi-
ences simple shear without a change in cross-sectional area as it
is pressed through the intersection of the die channels and, so, the
pressing may be repeated. Large cumulative plastic strains can
be imparted to a billet in multi-pass ECAP processing leading
to microstructure refinement and the development of ultra-fine
and even nanoscale grains in metals and alloys. The strain-path
during multi-pass ECAP can be varied by choice of processing
route, i.e., route A, BC or C, etc., which differ in the amount and
sense of billet rotation in between successive pressing passes.
In route A, the billet is not rotated between passes; during route
BC the billet is rotated by 90◦ in the same sense between passes,
while the billet is rotated by 180◦ for route C.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 831 656 2589; fax: +1 831 656 2238.
E-mail address: TMcNelley@nps.edu (T.R. McNelley).
This feature of ECAP has led to studies focused on grain
refinement and high-angle boundary (>15◦) development as a
function of processing route as well as total strain (which is deter-
mined by the number of passes). Some of these investigations
have indicated that route BC leads to more rapid microstructure
homogenization and formation of high-angle boundaries when
processing is performed using a die with a 90◦ angle between the
die entrance and exit channels [2], whereas other reports suggest
that route A is more effective in grain refinement when process-
ing is conducted using a 120◦ die channel angle [3]. Altogether,
most investigations of SPD by ECAP have considered pure met-
als and solid solution alloys. Strain-path effects in multi-phase
alloys have received limited attention and corresponding models
for microstructure evolution have not been developed.
As-cast alloys often contain heterogeneous distributions of
non-deforming particles due to non-equilibrium solidification
effects. Also, the distributions of particulate additions in both
as-consolidated powder metallurgy and as-cast metal–matrix
composites are similarly heterogeneous in nature. During defor-
mation processes, such materials may undergo redistribution of
constituent and reinforcing particles along with microstructure
refinement of the matrix that, in turn, influences the mechanical
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properties. Nevertheless, the homogenization of constituent par-
ticle distributions by SPD methods such as ECAP has received
limited attention. In most cases, high homologous pressing tem-
peratures appear to be necessary to homogenize distributions of
constituent and reinforcing particles, and the mechanism(s) that
govern redistribution of non-deforming particles during defor-
mation processing, and their temperature-, strain- and strain-path
dependence, remain to be determined.
In the present investigation the evolution of microstructure
has been examined in an as-cast Na-modified hypo-eutectic
Al–7 wt.% Si alloy subjected to SPD by room temperature ECAP
using a 90◦ die and following either route A or BC. The as-
cast material includes primary and eutectic constituents in a
dendritic solidification microstructure. Thus, the grain refine-
ment and texture evolution in the primary Al constituent and the
homogenization of particle distributions during SPD by ECAP
are all examined and the role of strain path in each of these
processes is also illustrated.
2. Experimental methods
An ingot of an Al–7 wt.% Si alloy was prepared by
melting pure Al (99.99 wt.%) and Al–12.3 wt.% Si master
alloys in appropriate proportions and pouring into a mold,
400 mm × 250 mm × 40 mm in size. A nominal 0.02 wt.% Na
addition to the melt was employed to modify the solidification
microstructure in order to obtain a fine eutectic constituent [4].
The chemical analysis of the resulting ingot, as measured by
emission spectroscopy, was (in wt.%) 7.0% Si, 0.3% Fe, and
balance Al.
ECAP billets with dimensions 90 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm
were machined along the largest dimension of the as-cast ingot
in such a way that three rows of samples were obtained across
the ingot thickness. ECAP processing by routes A and BC (+90◦
rotation about the billet exit axis) was performed at room tem-
perature using a sharp-cornered 90◦ ECAP die (zero die-relief
angle at the outer corner of the die channel intersection) at a
pressing speed of 10 mm/min.
Fig. 1 is a schematic of the ECAP process showing an ide-
alization of the distortion of a cubical volume element as it is
sheared upon passing through the die-channel intersection. The
sense of shear on the shear plane is indicated at the die chan-
nel intersection. The reference axes used in this work are also
included in the figure; z is the flow plane (FP) normal, y the top
plane (TP) normal and x is the cross-section plane (CP) normal,
which is parallel to the axis of an as-pressed billet.
As-pressed billets were carefully sectioned to reveal the bil-
let midplane for each of the three faces, i.e., the FP, CP and TP,
following one pressing pass and after repetitive pressing fol-
lowing either route A or BC through either four passes or eight
passes. Surfaces on the three planes were characterized by opti-
cal microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
and orientation imaging microscopy (OIM). Care was taken to
characterize samples close to the center of each surface to avoid
effects of die-wall friction and dead zone formation at the outer
corner of the die channel intersection. For OM observations,
the surfaces were metallographically polished using a series of
Fig. 1. Schematic of a 90◦ ECAP showing the simple shear of a cubic element
along with the reference axes used in this study.
abrasives concluding with a 0.05m colloidal silica suspension.
Samples were then observed using bright-field (BF) illumination
in a Zeiss Jenaphot 2000 equipped with a digital imaging system.
Quantitative microscopy analysis was performed on all the
three planes of the as-cast material and billets processed by
route A. In the as-cast material, the dimensions of the primary
Al dendrite cells were measured by determining the lengths of
lines across these cells along randomly oriented test lines on
two lower-magnification images for each plane, and an average
dendrite cell size (l) was obtained from 100 such measurements.
For the materials subjected to one, four and eight passes by route
A, an average value of the dimensions of the distorted primary
Al dendrite cells was obtained from 300 measurements of line
lengths across these cells on four different micrographs from the
TP and CP. In the TP, the average dendrite cell size (lTP) was
determined from randomly oriented test lines, while the aver-
age dendrite cell dimension (lY) in the CP was measured from
test lines aligned in the y-direction. For samples processed by
route A, lines corresponding to direction of maximum elongation
of individual distorted primary Al dendrite cells were overlaid
on the FP optical micrographs and an average of the inclina-
tion angle, θ, of these lines with respect to the x-direction was
obtained in an image analysis software from 30 observations.
For OIM analysis, the samples were electropolished after
metallographic polishing using a solution of 20% HNO3 + 80%
CH3OH (by volume) at 20 V in a Buehler Electromet 4 appa-
ratus for three seconds. OIM analysis was conducted with a
TOPCON S-510 SEM operating at 20 kV with a tungsten fila-
ment and equipped with an EDAX-TSL OIM system. Scans of
25m × 25m in size and utilizing a step size of 0.2–0.3m
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Fig. 2. Optical micrographs showing representative as-cast microstructures of Al–7% Si alloy. The microstructure is (a) coarser close to the centre and (b) finer close
to the outer surface of the casting plate due to differences in solidification rates. The eutectic and primary Al constituents are shown at higher magnification in (c).
were performed in the primary Al matrix and then analyzed
using the system software. The collected data were subjected to
a clean-up procedure consisting of: (i) grain dilation with grain
tolerance angle of 5◦ and a minimum grain size = 2 pixels; (ii)
grain confidence index (CI) standardization with grain tolerance
angle of 5◦ and minimum grain size equal to two pixels; (iii)
neighbor CI correlation with a minimum CI of 0.05. Detailed
discussion of this procedure has been provided elsewhere [5].
The morphology and distribution of the particles in the eutectic
constituent were examined under secondary electron imaging
conditions using the SEM. Prior to this observation the samples
were deeply etched with an aqueous solution of 5% HCl and
10% HF (vol.%) so that the particles stood in relief relative to
the Al matrix.
3. Results
3.1. Microscopy (OM and SEM): the primary and eutectic
constituents
The microstructure of the as-cast Na-modified Al–7 wt.% Si
is shown in Fig. 2. The starting microstructure consists of the pri-
mary Al matrix surrounded by the eutectic constituent (Fig. 2a
and b). Dendritic growth during solidification is apparent in both
of these images. The scale of the as-cast microstructure is not
homogeneous across the ingot thickness; the microstructure is
coarser near the center of the ingot (Fig. 2a) than nearby the sur-
face (Fig. 2b) due to differences in solidification rates for these
locations [4]. The primary Al dendrite cell size, l, is ∼65m
close to the center of the plate (Fig. 2a), and ∼25m for loca-
tions near the surface of the as-cast plate (Fig. 2b). For ECAP
processing, the samples were selected randomly from different
regions of the casting and apparent differences in the sizes of
the primary and eutectic constituents in as-pressed billets likely
reflect this variation in the as-cast ingot microstructure. Fig. 2c is
a higher magnification image of the eutectic constituent, show-
ing a distribution of fine, irregularly shaped Si particles (black
particles) as a result of the Na addition, and needle-like particles
of Al5FeSi (grey elongated particles) in the Al matrix [6].
Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of microstructure during ECAP
of as-cast Al–7 wt.% Si billets. These isometric images are mon-
tages prepared from micrographs obtained on each of three
orthogonal planes in each billet; the reference axes always corre-
spond to the final pressing pass for repetitively pressed samples.
After one pass at room temperature (Fig. 3b) the primary and
eutectic constituents appear elongated in the FP and the long axis
of the distorted primary Al dendrite cells is inclined an angle
θ ∼ 22◦ to the axis of the die exit channel (Fig. 1). For idealized
ECAP this angle corresponds to the inclination of the maxi-
mum principal strain axis after one pass [7]. In contrast, these
constituents appear to have experienced compressive deforma-
tion parallel to the y-axis in the CP while they have remained
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Fig. 3. Isometric optical microscopy images of Al–7% Si alloy after (a) casting, (b) one ECAP pass, (c) four passes by route A, (d) eight passes by route A, (e) four
passes by route BC and (f) eight passes by route BC.
undistorted in the TP of the as-pressed billet. After four passes
following route A (Fig. 3c) the microstructure exhibits further
elongation in the FP and the primary and eutectic constituents are
aligned at an angle θ ∼ 7◦ with the x-axis. Further compression
along the y-axis is apparent in the CP whereas no distortion is
observed in the TP. These trends continue with further repetitive
pressing by route A to eight passes (Fig. 3d); the microstructure
in the FP now appears fibrous in nature due to elongation of
the eutectic constituent and the fiber axis now makes an angle
θ ∼ 3–4◦ with the x-axis. The microstructures on the FP and CP
suggest that the particle distribution is becoming homogeneous.
However, the microstructure on the TP remains distinctly inho-
mogeneous and the primary and eutectic constituents are readily
discernable. In contrast, the microstructure of the sample repet-
itively pressed through four or eight passes following route BC
is similar in nature to the microstructure of the as-cast material
when viewed on any of the three orthogonal planes. Thus, the
primary and eutectic constituents of the as-cast condition are
still discernable in the repetitively pressed materials although
the interfaces between these constituents are more irregular in
appearance after SPD.
A more detailed optical microscopy examination of the eutec-
tic constituent in the FP and CP after one ECAP pass is shown in
Fig. 4a and b, respectively. Higher magnification optical micro-
graphs of eutectic constituents in the FP and CP after processing
by route A to four and eight passes is illustrated in Figs. 4c–f.
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Fig. 4. Higher magnification optical microscopy images of the Al–7 wt.% Si after ECAP. The images represent microstructures after (a) one pass on the FP, (b) one
pass on the CP, (c) four passes by route A on the FP, (d) four passes by route A on the CP, (e) eight passes by route A on the FP and (f) eight passes by route A on
the CP.
Corresponding eutectic constituent microstructures in the FP
after four and eight ECAP passes by route BC are shown in
Fig. 5a and b, respectively. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 to
that in Fig. 2c shows that the Si and Al5FeSi particles have
become fragmented during ECAP processing by either route
A or BC and are more nearly equiaxed in shape and uniform
in size than the particles in the as-cast condition. The effect
of the processing on particle morphology in the eutectic con-
stituent is shown in more detail in Fig. 6. These images compare
Si particle morphologies in the as-cast material (Fig. 6a) and
after 8 passes by route BC (Fig. 6b); the initially elongated Si
particles present in the as-cast condition are broken up, result-
ing in a more narrow size distribution within the constituent
after SPD. Thus, the fragmentation of Si and Al5FeSi parti-
cles reflects the fracturing of the initially elongated particles
due to the large-strain cold deformation during ECAP. The
large strains introduced during ECAP also have been shown
to cause fragmentation of precipitate particles in other alu-
minum alloys [8,9]. Void formation due to particle fracture is
not apparent at the magnification employed in the OM images
of Figs. 4 and 5. The void-like features apparent in the SEM
image of Fig. 6b reflect the deep etching employed to resolve
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Fig. 5. Higher magnification optical microscopy images in the FP after ECAP processing of Al–7% Si to (a) four passes and (b) eight passes by route BC.
Fig. 6. SEM micrographs showing the Si particles morphology in the eutectic phase (a) in the as-cast plate and (b) in the FP after eight passes by route BC.
the particles as well as void formation due to particle frac-
ture.
The fragmented Si particles and the eutectic constituents
have aligned at an angle θ ∼ 7◦ to the extrusion direction after
four (Fig. 4a), and ∼4◦ after eight passes (Fig. 4b) during
processing by route A. In contrast, the particles in the eutec-
tic have fragmented but the eutectic constituent has retained
the morphology of the as-cast material after processed by
route BC. Altogether, the data of Figs. 2–6 show that the
boundary between the eutectic constituent and the primary
Al matrix remains distinct with no apparent redistribution of
the Si or Al5FeSi particles into the primary Al matrix after
Fig. 7. Inverse pole figure (IPF) color coded image quality (IQ) map of the as-cast microstructure of Al–7% Si showing random orientation of the primary Al dendrite
cells.
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deformation processing of the samples by either route A or
BC.
3.2. Microtexture: grain refinement in the primary
aluminum
Representative OIM results for the as-cast material are given
in Fig. 7 in the form of an image quality (IQ) map that has
been color coded according to the inverse pole figure (IPF)
shown in the inset. The primary Al dendrite cells exhibit ran-
dom orientations, as indicated by the color variation in the
map, and is free of deformation as is evident from the unifor-
mity of color within each dendrite cell. The eutectic constituent
appears as black regions in the image; the metallographic
preparation for OIM results in the Si particles standing in
relief. Thus the Al within the eutectic constituent is in the
shadow of these particles due to sample tilt for OIM in the
microscope.
The OIM data for the primary Al matrix of the processed
samples is presented in Fig. 8. IPF maps corresponding to matrix
regions 25m × 25m in size are shown on the FP, TP and CP
of the ECAP samples, and arranged in isometric views in the
same manner as the OM results in Fig. 3. High-angle (>15◦)
boundaries (HABs) are highlighted by thick black lines and low-
angle (between 2◦ and 15◦) boundaries (LABs) are illustrated
by thin black lines on each of the faces. Also presented in the
figure are (1 1 1) pole figures corresponding to the FP of the IPF
map.
After one pass (Fig. 8a), the predominance of one color
with different shades in the three planes (FP, TP and CP)
indicates that, at this stage the deformation, microstructure
is made up of dislocation structures and cells with LABs.
In the FP, LABs are elongated and aligned along a direc-
tion of about 50◦ counter-clock wise from the x-axis, while
they are parallel to the z-axis in both the TP and the CP.
The spacing between the LABs on the FP is about 6–8m.
Fig. 8. Isometric IPF images of Al–7% Si subjected to ECAP after (a) one pass, (b) four passes by route A, (c) four passes by route BC and (d) eight passes by route
BC. Also shown are (1 1 1) pole figures from the corresponding FP (x–y) plane.
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Fig. 9. Ideal shearing of a cubic element expected from repetitive ECAP processing to four passes by (a) route A and (b) route BC. (c) Distortion of cubical and
spherical elements upon crossing the shear plane of a ECAP die as viewed along the FP and the CP.
Shear deformation is confirmed by the FP (1 1 1) pole fig-
ure which shows an A-type shear texture orientation(¯1 ¯1 1)
[1 1 2], where the notation refers to (plane parallel to the shear
plane) [direction parallel to the shear direction] [10]; here, the
shear plane is the plane of the die-channel intersection and the
shear direction is the bisector of the of the axes in the x–y
plane.
After four passes by route A (Fig. 8b), the primary Al den-
drite cells have become elongated and contain lamellar structures
separated by HABs and LABs. The elongated boundaries are
aligned at an angle of 5–10◦ to the x-axis in the FP. In the CP
and TP, the corresponding high-angle, lamellar structures are
aligned with the z-axis. The fraction of HABs is less in the TP
when compared to the corresponding fractions for the FP and
the CP. The (1 1 1) pole figure corresponding to the primary Al
matrix in the FP shows a shear texture with prominent B-type
fiber orientation consisting of two symmetric variants i.e.,(¯1 1 2)
[1 1 0] and (1 ¯1 ¯2) [¯1 ¯1 0], and a spread in orientations reflecting
material with intermediate orientation due to local lattice rota-
tions. Because of geometrical shape change after eight passes
by route A, it was not possible to perform similar size OIM
scans in the primary Al matrix without the interference from Si
particles.
Fig. 8c shows the corresponding isometric view for the
sample processed through four passes by route BC. The axes
correspond to those for the last pressing pass. Compared to the
Table 1
For the initial pass and repetitive ECAP by route A, experimentally determined inclination angles relative to the x-axis for the long axis of primary aluminum dendrite
cells, as measured in the FP, are compared with the angles α and β for cubical and spherical morphologies, respectively (see Eqs. (1) and (2)); also, the experimentally
observed relative compression of the primary Al dendrite cells in the CP along the y direction (lY/lTP) is compared with relative compressions predicted from distortion
of cubical and spherical elements (see Eqs. (3) and (4)); in the as-processed samples, lY is the width of the primary Al dendrite cells in the CP along the y direction
and lTP is the primary Al dendrite cell size measured on the TP of the same sample
N θ (◦) α = tan−1(1/γN) (◦) β = 1/2tan−1(2/γN) (◦) lY (m) lTP (m) lY/lTP t/t0 = 1/γN d/d0 = cos(α)/γN
1 22.2 ± 2.2 26.6 22.5 12.8 ± 1.7 27.0 ± 1.5 0.47 ± 0.07 0.50 0.45
4 7.2 ± 0.5 7.1 7.1 7.0 ± 1.6 51.3 ± 1.5 0.14 ± 0.03 0.13 0.12
8 3.5 ± 0.3 3.6 3.6 2.7 ± 1.7 30.6 ± 1.6 0.09 ± 0.06 0.06 0.06
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microstructures observed after processing by route A, process-
ing by route BC results in a more fragmented and somewhat
more isotropic microstructure. Fragmentation is evident from
bands of colors on all three faces. The bands are aligned differ-
ently from those in the sample processed to four passes by route
A. In the FP the bands are aligned at an angle of 50◦ counter-
clock wise to the x-axis; in the CP, the bands appear both parallel
and nearly perpendicular to the z-axis. Finally, the TP exhibits
bands forming an angle of 45◦ clockwise with respect to the x-
axis. Both HABs and LABs appear on all three planes. Finally,
the (1 1 1) pole figure (obtained in the FP) shows a prominent
A orientation (nearly the same orientation observed in material
after one pressing; see Fig. 8a) and an incipient C component,
{1 0 0} 〈1 1 0〉.
Fig. 8d shows the isometric view for the sample processed
through eight passes by route BC. The resulting microstruc-
ture inside the primary Al constituent is equiaxed and exhibits
a greater population of HABs than after four pressing passes
by this route. The HABs are homogeneously distributed on all
three planes and the microstructure in the primary Al constituent
appears to be isotropic. The FP (1 1 1) pole figure shows an
Fig. 10. Evolution of fraction of high-angle boundaries (HABs) with increasing
number of passes (N) measured on FP, TP and CP for Al–7% Si subjected to
ECAP.
A-type shear texture with lattice orientations distributed more
or less uniformly along the A fiber. In contrast, orientation
distributions in regions of similar dimensions in the materials
processed by four passes tend to be dominated by one or two
prominent shear texture orientations with relatively less spread
(Fig. 8c).
Fig. 11. (a) IPF map from the FP for Al–7% Si subjected to one pass along with corresponding pole figures. (b) The IQ map of (a) has been color coded according
to different shear orientations discerned from discrete ODF representation. (c) A point-to-origin disorientation traverse along line AB in (b) delineating a high-angle
interface between texture variants.
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Fig. 11. (Continued ).
4. Discussion
4.1. Strain path dependence of microstructure evolution
The microscopy data in Figs. 3–5 demonstrate the depen-
dence of microstructure on ECAP route during pressing at
ambient temperature. A schematic illustrating the distortion of
a cubical element subjected to four passes by route A or route
BC has been reproduced from [11] and is shown in Fig. 9. The
distortion of the primary and eutectic constituents by routes A
(Fig. 9a) and BC (Fig. 9b) is congruent with the shape change
expected of a cubical element due to passage through the die
channel intersection for repetitive ECAP by either routes (com-
pare Figs. 3 and 9).
The microstructure distortion after the initial pass of ECAP
can be seen by comparing Fig. 3a and b with Fig. 1. For idealized
ECAP, a cubic volume element will be subjected to a simple
shear deformation during the first pass and experience a shear
strain γ = 2 in the case of a 90◦ die having a sharp outer corner
at the die channel intersection. The cubic element is sheared as
it passes through the die-channel intersection and assumes the
shape of a rhombohedron with the long edge making an angle
(α = 26.6◦) with the x-axis in the FP. In the CP, the projected face
of the original cube becomes flattened in the y-direction while
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Fig. 12. (a) IPF map from the FP for Al–7% Si subjected to four passes by route A along with corresponding pole figures. (b) The IQ map of (a) has been color
coded according to different shear orientations discerned from discrete ODF representation.
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no shape change occurs in the TP. On continued deformation by
route A, the rhombohedron becomes progressively sheared and
the inclination angle (α) of its long edge relative to the x-axis in
the FP (Fig. 9a) varies with the number of passes (N) and shear







Progressive compression along the y-axis takes place in the CP
while no shape change in the TP of the idealized cube is expected
during processing by route A. This is also apparent in the iso-
metric views in Fig. 3b–d. Clearly, the distortion of the primary
and eutectic constituents are similar to that predicted by this
idealized model of the ECAP process for route A.
The foregoing comparison is based on the idealization of
the grains as cubes aligned with the billet axes and the distor-
tion of these cubes during ECAP process. Instead, if a spherical
element is sheared by one pass (Fig. 9c), the long axis of the
resulting ellipse in the FP (corresponding to the maximum prin-
cipal strain [7]) is inclined at an angle, β, of 22.5◦ to the x-axis. In
fact, the primary and eutectic constituents appear to be aligned
at a measured angle, θ ∼= 22◦, with the x-axis in the FP after the
first ECAP pass (see Fig. 4a). Since the dendritic microstruc-
ture is well represented by spherical primary Al dendrite cells
embedded within the eutectic constituent these measurements
are consistent with the orientation of the maximum principal
strain. From an analysis of the distortion in the FP of a spherical
element for repetitive pressing by route A, it can be deduced
from Ref. [7] that the inclination of the maximum tensile strain,









Thus, the inclination, β, of the maximum principal strain is 7◦
and 3.6◦ for four and eight passes, respectively. These values
closely correspond to those observed in FP microstructures after
four or eight passes by route A (Fig. 4c and e, respectively). From
Eq. (1), α = 7.1◦ after four passes and 3.6◦ after eight passes fol-
lowing processing by route A and, so, the differences between α
and β diminish with increasing number of passes, N. However,
after the first pass θ ∼= 22◦ and the distortion of the primary Al
dendrite cells is best described by assuming that they are spheri-
cal in the as-cast microstructure. Measured and predicted values
of the observed inclination angles are summarized in Table 1 for
initial cubical and spherical shapes.
Fig. 13. (a) IPF map from the FP for Al–7% Si subjected to four passes by route BC along with corresponding pole figures. (b) The IQ map of (a) has been color
coded according to different shear orientations discerned from discrete ODF representation.
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Fig. 13. (continued ).
It is also possible to predict the projected width in the
y-direction on the CP for initially cubical and spherical mor-
phologies and processing by route A. An undistorted cube edge,







For an initially spherical shape of diameter, d0 = t0, the dimen-
sion along the y-axis would appear to have been compressed to






The compression in CP is shown at higher magnification in
Fig. 4b, d and f for one, four and eight passes following route
A. From experimental measurements performed on the CP,
the apparent compression along the y-direction, lY/lTP, may be
assumed to be given by either Eq. (3) or (4), considering the
standard deviation of the data (see Table 1).
Processing by route BC includes a +90◦ rotation of the sample
around its longitudinal axis between successive passes, and, in
contrast to the progressive elongation along x-axis produced by
route A, a cube or a sphere will be restored to its original shape
after every cycle of four passes (Fig. 9b). The isometric views
of the microstructure of billets pressed through four and eight
passes following route BC in Fig. 3d and f are consistent with
the analysis summarized in Fig. 9b. The primary and eutectic
constituents appear to have been returned approximately to their
original shape in the micrographs of Fig. 3d and f although the
interface between these constituents has become irregular after
eight passes (see Fig. 5b). These observations of the redundant
nature of route BC are in agreement with earlier studies. [3,12].
In this study, the eutectic constituent in the Al–7 wt.% Si
alloy has provided a marker that delineates shape changes in
the microstructure during repetitive ECAP by either route A or
BC. Altogether, the observed shape changes on three orthogo-
nal planes (Fig. 3) are congruent with the predicted distortions
(Fig. 9) for idealized ECAP. There is little discernable effect
of the initial dendrite cell shape on measured microstructure
parameters in the present study. Furthermore, these results indi-
cate that die-wall friction and dead zone formation at the outer
corner of the die-channel intersection have had no observable
effect on the microstructures at the sample locations examined.
However, initial morphologies involving high grain aspect ratios
or lamellar or rod-like features will potentially require detailed
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analysis of predicted shape changes in order to interpret as-
pressed microstructures. Also, these results demonstrate that
room temperature deformation to large plastic strains (cumu-
lative strains up to ∼9) does not result in redistribution of
the non-deforming Si particles in microstructure. Instead, the
eutectic constituent remains distinct and there is no apparent dis-
placement of the Si particles into the primary aluminum. This is
most readily seen in the images of Figs. 4 and 5. The microstruc-
tures in the FP or CP of material repetitively pressed by route
A might be interpreted as reflecting Si particle redistribution
that has lead to a banded structure and that would eventually
become homogeneous with further processing. However, the
microstructure in the TP clearly reflects the lack of redistribu-
tion. Also, careful examination of the FP images in Figs. 4 and 5
show that the primary and eutectic constituents remain
distinct.
In contrast, in a study of ECAP of an Al 6061–20% Al2O3 by
route BC at 370 ◦C, Sabirov et al. [13] showed that the processing
resulted in a more homogeneous microstructure by reinforce-
ment redistribution in the Al matrix. Other studies [14] also
indicate that high-temperature ECAP processing is necessary
in order to homogenize particulate-reinforced Al microstruc-
tures. Elevated temperatures may promote diffusion-controlled
processes such as sliding at interphase boundaries that lead to
redistribution. However, elevated temperature processing will
tend to limit the degree of grain refinement achievable in the
matrix.
While temperature is clearly a factor, the details of the mecha-
nism or mechanisms involved in redistribution of non-deforming
particles in deformable matrices have not been delineated. In
this material the irregular Si and needle-like Al5FeSi particles
have been broken up during the initial passes and this has lead
to nearly equiaxed particles in the eutectic after four passes
by either processing route (Figs. 3–5). There is little apparent
change in the particles after four passes and, so, the Si particles
in the eutectic are being accommodated despite the plastic inho-
mogeneity of this constituent [15]. The distortions of primary
and eutectic constituents are congruent with the distortions intro-
duced by routes A and BC (Figs. 3 and 4) and, thus plastically
inhomogeneous deformation within the eutectic constituent does
not lead to particle redistribution.
4.2. The dependence of grain refinement on processing
route
OIM analysis of the primary Al matrix was employed to
assess the strain-path dependence of grain refinement and HABs
generation for these two processing routes. The size of the
primary dendrite cells in the as-cast material is apparently deter-
mined by the spacing of the eutectic constituent and these cells
exhibit essentially random lattice orientations (Fig. 7). Isomet-
ric views were assembled from inverse pole figure (IPF) maps
obtained from the OIM analysis and presented in Fig. 8, corre-
sponding to OM images in Fig. 3. After eight passes by route
A the width of the distorted primary dendrite cells on both the
FP and CP was so small that satisfactory IPF maps could not be
obtained.
After the first ECAP pass (Fig. 8a), the generation and ori-
entation of LABs in the three planes reveals that the matrix
accommodates the imposed shear strain (γ ∼ 2) by slip bands
formed nearly parallel to the shear plane. The FP (1 1 1) pole
figure may be indexed as an A-type shear texture component
and thus indicates the development of a shear-type deforma-
tion texture component in this dendrite cell. Other shear texture
components were observed in nearby primary Al.
Processing by route A involves shearing of the primary Al
matrix such that the shear direction always has components that
lie in the flow plane. Then, on successive passes the direction
of the maximum principal strain (given by the angle β) rotates
toward the direction of the die exit channel. After four passes
(Fig. 8b), the primary Al dendritic cells have subdivided into
lamellar features throughout the microstructure. The arrange-
ment of the HABs on the three faces suggests that the lamellar
structures forming on planes are tending to become parallel to
the x–z plane with increasing number of passes.
Processing by route BC involves a change in orientation of
the shear plane on each 90◦ rotation of the sample such that the
shear direction always has a component along the FP normal of
the preceding pass. Thus, after four passes (Fig. 8c) the band-
like features separated by HABs apparent in route A material are
not prominent and are arranged differently than those formed by
route A. The FP shows elongated structures at 50◦ to the x-axis
corresponding nearly to the shearing direction of the fourth pass.
On the TP, bands of grains are oriented at 45◦ clock-wise about
y toward the x-axis. These bands on the TP may have developed
during shearing that occurred during the third pass, since the TP
following the fourth pass had been the FP during the third pass.
Similarly, on the CP, the intersection of nearly vertical bands
that had formed in earlier passes with horizontal bands from the
fourth pass can be distinguished.
The population of HABs was measured on the three faces
and the results summarized in Fig. 10 for materials processed
through four passes by either route A or BC. The measured
fraction of HABs on the TP is distinctly lower in the sample
processed through four passes by route A when compared to the
sample processed by route BC; this has also been reported by
Vinogradov et al. [16]. The different morphology of the bands
and different HABs population distribution suggests a clear
strain-path dependence of the grain refinement mechanism of
the primary Al matrix.
The microtexture data by means of (1 1 1) pole figures in
Fig. 8b–d also suggest a different evolution of the grain refine-
ment process in the primary constituent depending on the
processing route. After four passes by route A (Fig. 8b), about
six lamellar regions separated by HABs may be distinguished
along a line in the y direction. However, the (1 1 1) pole figure
shows only two prominent orientations of the B-fiber, (¯1 1 2)
[1 1 0] and (1 ¯1 ¯2) [¯1 ¯1 0], which appear to be related by a rota-
tion about the FP normal (the z-axis) and are thus symmetrically
related. This suggests that the banded structure in this region
exhibits an ordered pattern of alternating shear orientations. In
contrast, after four passes by route BC (Fig. 8c) the (1 1 1) pole
figure does not show such ordered pattern and instead the micro-
texture consists of two orientations (¯1 ¯1 1) [1 1 2] and (1 0 0)
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[1 1 0] (corresponding to A-fiber and C-component orientations,
respectively) that are not symmetrically related.
A further microtexture analysis of these band-like features is
illustrated in Figs. 11–13. These are lower magnification OIM
images for material processed through one or four passes by
route A, and through four passes by route BC, respectively, show-
ing microtexture data from several distorted primary Al dendrite
cells. Figs. 11a, 12a, and 13a each show an IPF map and the cor-
responding (1 1 1) pole figure. The black regions in each of these
IPF images are the eutectic constituent. Figs. 11b, 12b and 13b
show corresponding highlighted IQ map and discrete orienta-
tion distribution function (ODF) plots for the Φ = 55◦ and 90◦
‘windows’ in Euler space (using Bunge’s definition of the Euler
angles [17] with respect to the sample’s x–y–z axes) and assum-
ing a monoclinic symmetry of the ECAP samples. The IQ maps
and the ODF plots were highlighted by assigning colors to differ-
ent shear texture orientations observed in the discrete ODF, using
a tolerance of 15◦. All the observed shear texture orientations
appear in the selected windows of the ODF.
From the observations in the FP, most of the primary Al
dendrite cells experienced lattice rotation toward a final, shear
texture orientation; this orientation most probably depends on
the initial orientation of each dendrite. The distorted primary Al
dendrite cells having either green or blue colors in the upper-
central area of Fig. 11a, have a lattice orientation near either
the C {1 0 0} 〈1 1 0〉 component or one B-type shear texture
orientation (¯1 1 2) [1 1 0], respectively. However, other dendrite
cells, like that located at the bottom-right area of the IPF map,
show band-like structures that exhibit, in turn, symmetrically
oriented variants of the same shear texture orientation. The high-
lighting in the ODF reveals that the bands correspond to two
variants (¯1 ¯1 1) [1 1 2] (orange) and (1 1 ¯1) [1 1 2] (yellow) of
an A-fiber shear texture component with the boundary between
them being of high disorientation (Fig. 11c). In a recent study
on ECAP processing of pure Al, it was found that the macro-
scopic shape change experienced by the sample during the initial
stages of the processing is accommodated by the formation of
block- or band-like regions that contain dislocation substruc-
tures [18]. Furthermore, these bands have lattice orientations that
correspond to symmetrically equivalent variants of shear texture
components and, correspondingly, are separated by high-angle
interfaces. Such interfaces also have been termed ‘geometri-
cally necessary boundaries’ and cited as precursors for HABs
developing during later stages of deformation [19].
The elongation of the primary Al dendrite cells and their rota-
tion toward the x-axis in the FP is apparent in the OIM data of
Fig. 12 for material that was subjected to four passes by route A.
Some of these elongated dendrite cells exhibit internal subdivi-
sion into band-like features that have, in turn, lattice orientations
corresponding to symmetric variants of certain shear texture ori-
entations. For instance, the dendrite cell located at the bottom
of the image given in Fig. 12b shows an alternate arrangement
of bands (orange and yellow) having lattice orientations that are
symmetric variants of an A-fiber orientation. The alternating
pattern of blue and red bands corresponds to B-fiber variants.
However, not every Al dendrite cell follows such a pattern of
internal subdivision and band formation. Instead, the red den-
drite cell located in the central area of Fig. 12b has a single
shear orientation and contains LABs. It is noteworthy that there
appears to be a long-range pattern of alternating lattice orienta-
tions that is discernable in Fig. 12b. In this pattern, the blue-red
or orange-yellow orientations appear to form a lamellar arrange-
ment and indicate an alternation of lattice orientations between
symmetric variants of selected texture components. This sug-
gests that lattice rotation in one dendrite cell may influence
the sense of lattice rotation in the neighbors, leading to such
a pattern.
After four passes by route BC (Fig. 13), the highlighting in
the IQ map indicates an alternating arrangement of band-like
features, but the ODF data suggest that their nature is more com-
plex than in route A. These features are oriented at ∼45◦ to the
x-axis, and exhibit an alternating pattern of lattice orientations
that are highlighted in blue and yellow (Fig. 13b). These colors
correspond to (¯1 1 2) [1 1 0] and (1 1 ¯1) [1 1 2], a B-type and an
A-type shear orientations, respectively, and they are therefore
not symmetrically related variants of a single B or A shear tex-
ture component. The (1 1 1) pole figures and ODF windows also
show a continuous spreading of orientations over both shear tex-
ture fibers rather than distinct individual orientations as seen in
Fig. 12 for route A.
A comparison of the analysis in Figs. 11–13 to the optical
microscopy results in, e.g. Figs. 3–5, indicates that the evolu-
tion of microstructure in the primary Al dendrite cells depends
on the processing route. In processing by route A, the primary
Al dendrite cells undergo elongation accompanied by substruc-
ture development, and some experience grain subdivision. Thus,
HABs may evolve from the interfaces between regions hav-
ing symmetrically related lattice orientations. Also, HABs may
interact with sub-boundaries as the primary dendrite cells elon-
gate leading to the development of fine grains by geometric
dynamic recrystallization [20]. In contrast, the primary Al den-
drite cells experience redundant straining due to the 90◦ rotation
of the shear plane on successive passes for processing through
four passes by route BC. The structures that evolve do not appear
to include well-defined symmetric variants of shear texture ori-
entations and this is also related to the billet rotation between
passes. For this reason, HAB generation mechanisms appear to
be dominated by grain subdivision.
5. Conclusions
1. The shape changes of the eutectic and primary constituents
during ECAP processing at room temperature was congruent
with shape-change predictions for the two routes employed
in this study. Processing by route A results in the progres-
sive shearing of the primary Al dendrite cells, which become
flattened into ribbon-like structures surrounded by the eutec-
tic constituent, and lay parallel to the direction of principal
strain. Processing by route BC results in redundant deforma-
tion so that, after every four passes, the constituents of the
microstructure closely resemble those in the as-cast material.
2. The Si particle distribution in the as-cast material does not
become homogenized by displacement of the Si particles
from the eutectic constituent into the primary Al during
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ECAP processing at room temperature. Processing by route
A results in an apparent ‘geometrical’ homogenization of the
Si particles when viewed on the FP and CP. Nevertheless, the
Si particle distribution remains inhomogeneous on the TP.
3. The Si particles in the eutectic constituent become frag-
mented during repetitive ECAP, and, after four passes, are
equiaxed, irrespective of the route employed. Fragmenta-
tion takes place due to particle fracture in response to large
stresses associated with processing to large strains at ambient
temperature.
4. Microtexture data suggests that the grain refinement mech-
anism and HABs generation inside the primary Al matrix is
strongly dependent on the strain path. Processing by route A
involves the progressive elongation of the primary Al den-
drite cells. HABs may be generated by geometric–dynamic
recrystallization as well as processes of grain subdivision.
The latter process is reflected in the development of symmet-
ric variants of various shear texture components separated by
a high-angle disorientation boundary. Processing by route BC
leads to grain refinement and HAB generation only through
internal subdivision.
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